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ABSTRACT 
This paper highlights several innovative signalization and traffic management solutions unique to 
the challenges posed by the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project for Johannesburg.  Many of the 
signaling solutions will be new to the current road user and will require “getting used to”, but are 
deemed essential for the smooth operation of the BRT and for the safety of all other road users.  
The solutions are not necessarily “high tech”, but they certainly expand the conventional 
boundaries of traffic signal phasing within the ambit of the SARTSM. 
 
The solutions include fully protected right turn phases across the BRT, mixed traffic deviation 
routing techniques as a result of right turns not being allowed across the BRT, complex intersection 
signal phasing for multi-directional BRT routing, signalized inter-median pedestrian crossings, 
innovative traffic management schemes necessitated by severe road space constraints and a BRT 
station configuration unique to South Africa. 
 
Micro-simulation modelling was used to demonstrate the workability of several of the more 
complex solutions. 
 
It is concluded that all of the solutions explored and proposed for this paper meet the challenges 
created by the design of the BRT for Johannesburg.  It is further recommended that all these 
proposals be implemented as part of the BRT rollout. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
This paper describes some of the traffic management and signalisation techniques which had to be 
used to meet the unique challenges posed by the implementation of the trunk route Bus Rapid 
Transit System for Johannesburg. The challenges which need to be met are summarised below: 
 

• the implications of right turns across the BRT 
• traffic routing because no right turn can be accommodated 
• complex signal phasing for multiple BRT routing at an intersection 
• inter-median pedestrian crossing 
• severely constrained space available for BRT station 
• the implications on the SA motorist, public transport user and pedestrian 

 
The paper then concludes what needs to happen if these solutions are implemented.  
 
IMPLICATIONS OF RIGHT TURNS ACROSS BRT 
Since the BRT is designed to travel in the median in an exclusive line, right turning traffic will be 
occupying the lane adjacent to the BRT on its left.  This means it is totally unsafe for right turning 
traffic to cross into the intersection (permitted right turn) as they may get hit from behind.  Should a 
right turn be required, it can only safely take place under a protected right turn signal phase 
condition. 
 
Under certain traffic conditions, such as a high BRT volume, it may not be feasible to introduce this 
protected right turn signal phase as it would take away too much green time from the BRT through 
movement.  A significant green time is required for the BRT at intersection to allow for the dwell 
time at stations before or after the intersection.  In general, for optimum BRT operations, a green to 
cycle time ratio of at least 0.5 should be strived for. 



ALTERNATIVE MIXED TRAFFIC ROUTING TO AVOID RIGHT TURNS 
 
Left Turn and Roundabout Option  
As many right turns across the BRT need to be removed, ways need to be found to 
accommodate this traffic movement. 
 
One option is for right turn traffic to actually turn left at the intersection, proceed to the very 
next intersection, which is a roundabout, and perform a U-turn around the roundabout and 
then continue straight to reach the same destination they would have done if they turned 
right at the intersection in the first place.  This traffic routing is obviously only possible if the 
magnitude right turning traffic or through side road traffic volume is not too high and is 
largely comprised of light vehicles. 
 
The roundabouts may in many cases be mini-circles which would preclude large heavy 
vehicles from performing the U-turn around the circle. 
     

 
Figure 1. Double roundabout option for no right turns 
 
Early Signage for Parallel route deviation 
Another option is for the right turning traffic to turn left, proceed to the intersection of a parallel 
route and use the following junction of this route to cross the BRT route by performing right turns at 
all other intersections other than on the BRT route.  This does mean that the right turn traffic is 
diverted to the parallel routes and these routes may traverse residential areas which is 
undesirable. 
 
It may also be necessary to encourage motorists to use alternative routes at certain points, rather 
than the BRT route, because right turns are prohibited.  A strategy of early warning signage needs 
to be designed to accomplish this. 
 
COMPLEX SIGNAL PHASING WITH MULTIPLE BRT MOVEMENTS  
It was found that at some intersection locations BRT routings split, necessitating multiple BRT 
movement paths which naturally complicate intersection signal phasing. 
 



Two examples of this are highlighted in the Figure 2 below.  The complex signal phasing proposed 
attempts to cater for all traffic flows, and therefore some BRT movements do not have a high G/C 
ratio, with subsequent queuing, which needs to be managed. 
 
The signal phasing shown in Figure 3 and 4 introduce right turn mixed traffic movements 
concurrent with BRT left and right turns. These then also need more green time of the cycle time.  
The resultant signal phasing’s appear extraordinary compared to the norm, but certainly are 
appropriate for the extraordinary combination of BRT and mixed traffic flow conditions. 

                                 
Figure 2. Complex intersection lane configurations with multiple BRT movements 
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Figure 3. Proposed Signal Phasing for Figure 2A 
 

 
Figure 4. Proposed Signal Phasing for Figure 2B 
 
Severe space constraints, high passenger boarding/alighting volumes and multidirectional BRT 
movements posed another unique challenge requiring an extraordinary solution. 
 

• Space constraints meant that the station node was limited to a city block. 
• Passenger volumes demanded the need for three BRT stations. 
• One station was a turn-around point for a component BRT route. 
• The city block had a fixed access to a public transport terminal. 
• The public transport terminal could house one of the BRT stations, but then the BRT buses 

had to access it from the main route median. 
• The two BRT station configurations must be accessible from a midblock point. 
• Controlled pedestrian median crossing is essential for the BRT operability. 

 



 
 
Figure 5. Double station-pedestrian midblock median crossing p

 
Figure 6. Proposed Signal Phasing for the acces point 
 
The proposed signal phasing shown in Figure 6 was the only workable solution, given the above 
constraints and design parameters.  Micro-simulation was also used to test this solution and gauge 
pedestrian / vehicle interaction, queuing and signal co-ordination with the BRT bus station 
operations. 
 
UNIQUE SA BRT STATION CONFIGURATION  
Many of the trunk BRT routes have severe land / road reserve constraints resulting in only 
staggered BRT stations being an option.  In all other parts of the world such a staggered station 
would be fed by two signalised pedestrian crossings at either end of the offset station 
configuration.  Unfortunately the same space constraints mean that the station configuration has to 
be set back from the existing intersection in order to accommodate an exclusive right turn, resulting 
in three closely spaced traffic signals which is not optimal for traffic progression, co-ordination etc. 
 
A station configuration is therefore proposed that combines the pedestrian access signal mid block, 
thereby eliminating the need for three closely spaced intersections. The result is two reasonably 
spaced ones.  The resultant configuration, although slightly further for pedestrians to walk to, 
promote overall traffic flow and enables vehicular traffic accessibility at the key intersection. 
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Figure 7. Proposed SA BRT Station configuration 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The BRT system poses plenty of engineering challenges for its implementation, some of the more 
complex of which have been addressed in this paper. Many of these complex state of the art 
solutions have far reaching driver and pedestrian behaviour implications. 
 
The BRT must be widely marketed with education campaigns sharing details to describe the 
unique properties of the system, how to use it safely and properly and what to expect from the 
system as road user. 
The BRT system has a lot of features which motorists are going to have to get used to, such as: 
 

• you cannot turn right necessarily where you used to do so 
• a motorist needs to plan his route carefully as accessibility may be compromised 
• any right turn along a BRT route will have a protected right turn phase  
• mixed traffic could turn in a lane adjacent to BRT turning traffic at some intersections. 
• pedestrian and motorist adherence to signal indication is paramount for safety. 
• disabled-friendly BRT stations mean that audible signal phasing are necessary. 
• signal design is aimed at optimising the BRT at the expense of the private motor vehicle. 
• lane adherence is critical to smooth/safe traffic operations. 
• for single mixed traffic lanes – no margin for error(service breakdowns/incidents must be 

cleared quickly) 
• new exclusive BRT signal heads / traffic lane signals necessary. 
• enforcement of traffic regulations and BRT lane use is essential 
• the BRT operation relies heavily on traffic signals being permanently operable(no power 

outages or breakdown) 
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